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The Overview
● Create a functional app, merging game 

and training data with possible video 
analytics.

● Utilising versatile applications for 
cross-platform use

● Protecting data while offering an easy 
to use interface for analysis.

● Using complex algorithms to get 
valuable performance insights.

What is the approach and significance?

● Address Modern Sports Needs
● Empower Coaches and Users
● Data Driven Decisions
● Navigating Sports Performance
● Technology Meets Sports Science

How do our users benefit?

● Enhanced Decision Making
● Time Efficiency
● Visual Understanding
● Performance Tracking
● Strategic Planning
● Injury Prevention
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Sports Analysis: Applying modern techniques 
to extract useful information from raw sports 
data.

App Architecture: Meticulously developed to 
ensure smooth data processing for 
cross-platform use.

Data Protection: A commitment to providing 
accurate analytics in line with global 
requirements, guaranteeing user data integrity, 
and maintaining strong security.

UI/UX Design:A key component of this 
strategy is the emphasis on a user-friendly, 
cross-platform design that promotes optimal 
user interaction and enjoyment.

● The in-depth examination of sports 
analysis revealed innovative algorithms 
and graphic aids.

● The research on App Architecture 
helped us identify the best platforms for 
easy  operation

● Data protection was prioritised, with a 
focus on strong security and 
dependability measures.

● An improved user experience was 
envisioned thanks to insights from 
UI/UX design.

Overall, this project aims for peak utility 
and customer happiness in sports 
analytics through our strategic decisions, 
which assure project quality.

What technoligies?
Nodejs, Javascript web framework, 
HTML, CSS, JS, Flutter

Glossary
UI/UX :  User experience and User 
interface
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